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Abstract. In this paper, the energy efficiency (EE) of 
downlink distributed antenna system (DAS) with multiple 
receive antennas is investigated over composite fading 
channel that takes the path loss, shadow fading and Nak-
agami-m fading into account. Our aim is to maximize EE 
which is defined as the ratio of the transmission rate to the 
total consumed power under the constraints of maximum 
transmit power of each remote antenna. According to the 
definition of EE and using the upper bound of average EE, 
the optimized objective function is provided. Based on this, 
utilizing Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions and math-
ematical derivation, a suboptimal energy efficient power 
allocation (PA) scheme is developed, and closed-form PA 
coefficients are obtained. The developed scheme has the 
EE performance close to the existing optimal scheme. 
Moreover, it has relatively lower complexity than the 
existing scheme because only the statistic channel infor-
mation and less iteration are required. Besides, it includes 
the scheme in composite Rayleigh channel as a special 
case. Simulation results show the effectiveness of the devel-
oped scheme. 
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1. Introduction 
Distributed antenna system (DAS) has emerged as 

a promising technology for future wireless communications 
due to its advantage of enhancing the system capacity, 
improving the signal quality and reducing the power [1–3]. 
In DAS, the remote antennas (RAs) are separated geo-
graphically and connected to a central control module via 
dedicated wires, fiber optics, or an exclusive radio fre-
quency link [3]. Traditionally, the spectral efficiency (SE) 
has been used to measure the efficiency of a communica-
tion system. However, it fails to evaluate how the energy is 

efficiently consumed. Green communication, which pur-
sues high energy efficiency (EE), has drawn increasing 
attentions these days. Due to a growing energy demand and 
increasing energy price, pursuing high EE is becoming 
a mainstream for future mobile systems [4–6]. 

EE is defined as the sum-rate divided by the total 
power consumption measured in bit/Joule/Hz. Based on 
this, different energy efficient schemes have been proposed 
for DAS [7–10]. In [7], an approximate power allocation 
(PA) scheme through an iterative numerical search is pro-
vided for DAS, but the large-scale fading in practice is 
neglected. In [8], an optimal energy efficient PA scheme is 
presented with the help of Lagrange optimization method 
for orthogonal frequency division multiple access systems 
with distributed antennas. A novel PA algorithm to achieve 
maximum EE while satisfying SE requirements in down-
link multiuser DAS is proposed in [9]. But the schemes in 
[8] and [9] need plenty of iterative calculations. An adap-
tive PA for DAS EE maximizing is derived in [10], but the 
shadow fading is not considered. Moreover, for analysis 
simplicity, the above schemes only consider single receive 
antenna case and the small-scale fast fading is modeled as 
Rayleigh fading, so the derived PA schemes lack generality 
and the performance is limited. As well known, Nakagami-
m fading represents a wide range of realistic fast fading 
conditions and includes Rayleigh channel as a special case. 
Furthermore, the above-mentioned PA schemes basically 
need instantaneous small-scale channel state information 
(CSI) and iterative calculation. Thus, the real-time CSI 
calculation and feedback are required, and the resulting 
complexity is higher. 

Motivated by the reasons above, the low-complexity 
energy efficient PA scheme for DAS over shadowed Nak-
agami channel is studied, where Nakagami-m fading, path 
loss, and log-normal shadowing are all considered for prac-
ticability. Based on the upper bound of EE, the energy 
efficient PA optimization problem for downlink DAS with 
multiple receive antennas over Nakagami channel is for-
mulated. By using the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) 
conditions and the Lambert W function, the closed-form 
PA expressions are derived, and the resulting suboptimal 
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PA scheme is attained. This scheme only needs the large-
scale channel information and is different from the existing 
optimal schemes which need both small-scale and large-
scale channel information. Moreover, the iterative time is 
required less due to the closed-form expression. Thus, the 
calculation complexity is lower. As its special case, the 
energy efficient PA scheme in shadowed Rayleigh fading 
channel is also included. Besides, this scheme can obtain 
the EE performance close to the existing optimal one due 
to its effectiveness, which is testified by the simulation.  

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. 
Section 2 describes the system model. In Sec. 3, a subopti-
mal PA scheme is proposed and the corresponding algo-
rithm procedure is provided. Simulation results are carried 
out in Sec. 4. The main conclusions are summarized in 
Sec. 5. 

The notations throughout this paper are as follows. 
Bold lower case letters denote column vectors. The super-
script (·)T denotes transposition E{·} denotes statistical 
expectation, {z}+ is expressed as max(z,0), W(·) denotes 
Lambert W function. 

2. System Model 
In this paper, we consider a distributed antenna sys-

tem with multiple remote antennas (RAs) and receive an-
tennas in a single-cell environment as shown in Fig. 1. The 
RAs are distributed in the cell and linked to the BS (also 
named as RA0) via dedicated wireless connection for signal 
processing, where  Nt RAs are considered, and the i-th RA 
is denoted as RAi. The mobile station (MS) is equipped 
with Nr receive antennas. The positions of the i-th RA are 
denoted by the polar coordinates (Di, τi), i = 0,1,…, Nt, 
where Di and τi are the distance and angle of the i-th RA to 
cell center. For transmit remote antenna i, the correspond-
ing received signal at mobile station can be expressed as 

 
1

rN j
i i i ij

r p h x w


     (1) 

where  pi is the transmit power consumed by the i-th RA 
with power constraint 0≤ pi ≤ Pmax,i, Pmax,i is the maximum 
transmit power available at RAi  for i = 0,1,…, Nt. xi stands 
for the transmitted symbol from the i-th RA with unit 
energy, and w is the complex Gaussian noise variable with 
zero-mean and variance N0. hi

j indicates the composite 
channel fading coefficient between RAi and the j-th 
antenna of MS, and  can be modeled as [11] 

 j j
i i i ih g L S    (2) 

where gi
j represents the small-scale fading between RAi 

and the j-th receive antenna of MS, and it is a constant 
during a symbol period and varies from one symbol to 
another. Li denotes the path gain between RAi and MS, and 
the corresponding path loss is expressed as PLi = 1/Li [12], 
[13].  Si is log-normal shadow fading between RAi and MS. 
The large-scale  fading  changes very slowly so that Si may 

 
Fig. 1.  A circle-cell DAS structure. 

be assumed to be a constant over a long time. The path loss 

PLi may be expressed as 0( / ) i
i iPL d d

 [12], where βi is 

the path loss exponent, d0 is the reference distance and di 
represents the distance from RAi  to MS. Besides, the en-
velope of the small-scale fading term {gi

j} is modeled as 
independent Nakagami random variables of unit power, 
and correspondingly, the squared envelope v = gi

j 2 is 
gamma distributed. Hence, the probability density function 
(PDF) of v is written as [14] 
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where m is the Nakagami factor and ( )  is the gamma 
function.  

For the DAS, the achievable data transmission rate for 
the MS is given by 
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where 2
01

| | /rN j
i i i ij

g L S N


   is the channel power to noise 

ratio (CNR).  

EE is usually defined as the ratio of data rate to the 
total power consumption [15]:  

 
0

/ ( )tN

EE i ci
R p p


    (5) 

where pc denotes the circuit power and is a constant 
throughout this paper . 

For analysis convenience, the existing literatures [7–
10] basically study optimal PA scheme by maximizing (5) 
subject to 0≤ pi ≤ Pmax,i, i {0,1,…,Nt}. As a result, the 
requirement for instantaneous CSI will be higher because 
both the large-scale and small-scale channel coefficient 
need to be known for achieving the optimal PA. Large-
scale channel changes very slowly and is easy to obtain, 
but the small-scale channel changes faster and needs real-
time channel estimation and feedback. Thus, the implemen-
tation complexity of the optimal scheme is higher. 
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According to the reasons above, in the next section, 
we will develop an adaptive energy efficient PA scheme 
based on the upper bound of EE to eliminate small-scale 
fading influence and reduce complexity, deduce a low-
complexity suboptimal PA algorithm to obtain EE perfor-
mance close to the optimal one. 

3. Suboptimal Power Allocation 
Scheme 
In this section, utilizing the upper bound of EE, the 

optimized objective function on PA for maximizing aver-
age EE is firstly provided. Then, by using the KKT condi-
tions [16] and Lambert W function [17], a suboptimal 
energy efficient PA scheme is developed for DAS, and the 
corresponding algorithm procedure is presented.  

Utilizing Jensen's inequality, with (4), we have  
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      (6) 

where { }i iE   is the average CNR, and can be obtained 

by taking the average of γi with respect to small-scale 
fading as follows: 
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Thus, with (5) and (6), we can achieve the upper 
bound of average EE, i.e.,  

 ( )
2 0 0

 log (1 ) / [ ]t tN Nu
EE i i i ci i

p p p 
 

    .  (8) 

From (8), the optimized objective function of the 
suboptimal PA can be expressed as 

 ( )
2 0 0

  max log (1 ) / [ ]t tN Nu
EE i i i ci i

p p p
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   (9) 

s.t.    
,0 , {0,1,..., }i imax tp P i N     

where P=[p0, p1, ..., pNt]
T. According to the above 

analysis, with (5)-(8), the gap between i and  ̅i, 
2
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      will be reduced by 

increasing Nr and Nakagami parameter m or decreasing Li. 
As a result, the obtained PA coefficients from (9) will be 
very close to those from (5). 

For solving the above constrained optimization in (9), 
we first consider the solution of the following optimization 
problem: 

 
0

max ( ) ln( ) / ( )
z

y z az b z c


   , a > 0, b ≥ 1, c > 0.  (10) 

By taking the derivative of the objective function y(z) 
with respect to z and equating the derivative to zero yields 

 ( ) ( ) ln( )a z c az b az b    .  (11) 

Let t = az + b, using the Lambert W function, the 
closed-form solution of t can be obtained as 

  ( ) / ( ) / et ac b W ac b   .   (12) 

Considering the non-negative of z, with (12) and t = az + b, 
the optimal solution z* may be given by 

 * ˆ{ }z z    (13) 

with 
  1 1ˆ [( ) ( )e ]z a ac b W ac b b     .  (14) 

With (10) and (14), the following conclusions can be 
proved. Namely, if 0 ≤ z < z*, y(z) in (10) strictly in-
creases; if z > z*, y(z) strictly decreases, and for a special 
case of b = 1, ẑ in (13) is always positive. For this, Appen-
dix provides the corresponding proof.  

Considering that the distances between RAi and MS 
are different,  ̅i may be different, and thus we can sort them 
in descending order as 

 0 1 tN      .  (15) 

With (9), the Lagrangian function can be constructed as  
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where λi and υi are the introduced Lagrange multipliers. 
According to KKT conditions, the optimal values 

* * *{ , , }( 0,1, )i i i tp i N     should satisfy the following 

equations: 
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For notation simplicity, we rewrite fi(p0
*,…, pNt

*) as 
fi. With (15) and (19), we have f0 > f1 >…> fNt. Through 
analysis and mathematical derivation, the following 
conclusions can be reached.  

Conclusions:  

1) For a positive pi
*, fi is always non-negative. 

2) For any j (j = 0,1,…, Nt), if fj < 0  then pk
*= 0, (k > j); 

if fj > 0 then pk
*= Pmax,k (k < j); if fj = 0, then 

pk
*= Pmax,k (k < j) and pl

*= 0 (l > j).   
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According to the above conclusions and using the 
nature of Lambert W function, a suboptimal PA scheme is 
presented, and the corresponding algorithm procedure is 
summarized as follows: 

Suboptimal Power Allocation Algorithm 

1) Given the system parameters, compute  ̅i with (7). 

2) Set the  ̅i as 0 1 tN      . 

3)  Initialize i = 0, for the power of RA0 (i.e. p0
*), 

by substituting a = 0 , b = 1, c = pc into (14) yields 

0 0ˆ{ }z z  , where 
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If z0
*= 0, then * * * *

0 0 0 0( , , ) (0, ,0)p     and 
* *

0 0 0 0.f      According to conclusion (2), 

pi
* should be zero for i > 0. The PA solution 

becomes * *
0( ,..., ) (0,...,0)

tNp p  . This is 

unpractical, so pi
* = 0 will never occur. 

If *
0 ,00 maxz P  , then the solution of PA is 

* * *
0 0( ,..., ) ( ,0,..., 0)

tNp p z , and the algorithm 

stops. 

If *
0 ,0maxz P , then p0

*=Pmax,0; if i < Nt, go to step 4; 

otherwise stop the algorithm. 

4) while (pi
*=Pmax,i and i<Nt) 

i=i+1; 

Substituting  
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(21) 

Hence, the solution of PA  coefficients is given by 

 *
,min( , )ii max ip z P                        (22) 

end 

5)  Set * 0jp   for j i .  

Based on the algorithm above, the suboptimal power 
allocation coefficients {pi

*} can be obtained. These {pi
*} 

will have the values close to the optimal one. Substituting 

these coefficients into (5) will yield the suboptimal energy 
efficiency. Besides, with (22), we provide a closed-form 
solution for each pi

* for 0 ≤ pi
* < Pmax,i. Under this case, pi

* 
can be calculated by (22) directly. Only when pi

* = Pmax,i  
and i < Nt, we need to calculate the remaining pj

*(j > i) by 
iteration, and the iteration will stop immediately when 
pi

* ≠ Pmax,i is fulfilled. Moreover, most of the PA coeffi-
cients {p0

*, p1
*,…, pNt

*} can be obtained directly by using 
(22), and only few coefficients need iteration. 

The optimal scheme is presented in [8], and the corre-
sponding PA is obtained by maximizing (5) subject to 
0 ≤ pi ≤ Pmax,i, i  {0, 1, …, Nt}, but it needs plenty of 
numerical iterative computation. Moreover, single receive 
antenna and Rayleigh channel are considered.  

In what follows, we compare the optimal scheme [8] 
and the developed suboptimal scheme. Firstly, the devel-
oped scheme depends on large-scale fading coefficients 
only, while the optimal scheme requires both large-scale 
and small-scale channel information to calculate PA coeffi-
cients. Thus, the optimal scheme has a higher requirement 
for instantaneous CSI. Secondly, for the optimal scheme, 
during the iterative process of computing each pi

*, the dual 
loops are performed, and both the inner and outer loop 
need O(log(1/)) iterations to guarantee the error tolerance 
of ε. Whereas in our proposed scheme, each pi

* can be 
directly computed by the closed-form expression (22). 
Based on this, the suboptimal scheme will have lower cal-
culation complexity than the optimal one, which can also 
be seen from Tab. 2, where the average numbers of itera-
tions of two schemes are compared.  

In addition, when m = 1, the proposed suboptimal 
scheme and the corresponding power allocation coeffi-
cients are reduced to those over composite Rayleigh fading 
channels. 

4. Simulation Results and Analysis 
In this section, the validity of the proposed scheme 

will be evaluated via computer simulations. In simulation, 
we assume Pmax,i = Pmax (i = 0,…, Nt) for analysis conven-
ience. The BS (RA0) is in the center of the cell and the RAs 
are evenly and symmetrically placed in the cell. The main 
parameters used in simulations are listed in Tab. 1. The 
simulation results are illustrated in Figs. 2–5. 

In Fig. 2, we plot the energy efficiency of DAS with 
different receive antennas, where the developed suboptimal 
scheme and the existing optimal scheme [8] are employed 
for comparison. The path loss exponent β = βi = 4 and the 
Nakagami factor m =1.5. Considering that only single 
receive antenna is employed in the optimal scheme, we 
extend the method in [8] to DAS with multiple receive 
antennas after some modifications for fair comparison. As 
shown in Fig. 2, the system EE can be improved as the 
number of receive antenna Nr increases. This is because the 
increase of the receive antennas will bring about more 
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space diversity gain. In other words, the application of 
multiple receive antennas can improve the EE performance 
obviously. Besides, the suboptimal scheme can obtain the 
EE performance very close to the optimal scheme as Nr 
increases. This is because the CNR i will be very close to 
the average CNR i̅ when Nr increases. As a result, almost 
the same PA coefficients can be achieved for these two 
schemes, which accord with the analysis in Sec. 3. The 
above results indicate that the proposed PA scheme with 
multiple receive antennas is valid for improving EE. In 
Tab. 2, we compare the average numbers of iteration of the 
proposed scheme and the optimal scheme. It is found that 
the suboptimal scheme requires much less iteration than the 
optimal one, which accords with the complexity analysis in 
Sec. 3.  
 

Parameters value 

Number of remote antennas  Nt+1 5, 7 

Path loss exponent βi 3, 4 

Shadow fading standard deviation 
σi 

8 dB 

Noise power  N0 -104 dBm 

Circuit Power pc 40 dBm 

Cell radius R 1000 m 

MS distribution Uniform 

(D0, τ0) (0,0)  
(Di, τi), i = 1,… Nt (2R/3, 2πi/Nt) 
Reference distance  d0 80 m 

Number of receive antennas  Nr 1, 2, 3 

Tab. 1.  Simulation parameters. 

 

 
Proposed 
suboptimal scheme 

Optimal 
scheme [8] 

Average number of 
iterations 

1.6 64.1 

Tab. 2.  Average number of iterations for different schemes. 

The energy efficiency of DAS with different Nak-
agami factors is shown in Fig. 3, where Nr = 1 and 
β = βi = 4. As can be seen, the system EE can increase as 
the Nakagami factor m increases. The reason for this is that 
the increase of m means the decrease of channel fading, 
which will bring about the increase of the EE performance. 
Furthermore, when m is larger, the EE of suboptimal 
scheme is very close to that of optimal scheme. It is known 
that the square-root of a sum of squares of 2m zero-mean, 
identically distributed Gaussian random variables (r.v.s) 
has a Nakagami distribution with parameter m for integer 
and half-integer m [18]. Thus, gi

j2 can be equivalent to 
2 2

1
(1/ 2 ) ( )

m

kk
m u

 , where {uk} are independent identically 

distributed Gaussian r.v.s with zero mean and unit vari-
ance. According to this relation, when m increases, the i 
will approach the  ̅i. As a result, the PA coefficients of 
these two schemes will become very close. The above 
results show that the proposed suboptimal scheme can be 
applied to Nakagami channel with large m and obtain the 
superior EE performance.  
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Fig. 2.  EE of DAS with different receive antennas. 
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Fig. 3. EE of DAS with different Nakagami factors. 
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Fig. 4.  EE of DAS with different path loss exponents. 

Figure 4 shows the energy efficiency of DAS with 
different schemes and path loss exponents, where Nr = 1 
and m = 1.5. From Fig. 4, it is observed that the system EE 
can increase as the path loss exponent β decreases, which 
accords with the existing knowledge. Namely, the decrease 
of β means the decrease of path loss, which reduces the 
impact on EE. Besides,  the suboptimal  scheme has the EE 
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Fig. 5.  EE of DAS with different remote antennas. 

performance close to the optimal scheme for larger β. This 
is because as β increases, the path loss increases accord-
ingly, and the resulting path gain Li will decrease, which 
narrows the gap between  ̅i. and i. Thus, the corresponding 
EE is very close to that from the optimal scheme. 

In Fig. 5, we plot the energy efficiency of DAS with 
different remote antennas for both the optimal and subopti-
mal schemes, where β = 3, Nr = 2, m = 1.5, Nt = 4, 6. It is 
found that the system EE can be improved as the remote 
antenna number Nt increases. This is because the system 
can obtain higher space diversity gain as Nt increases. Be-
sides, the suboptimal scheme has the energy efficiency 
performance close to the optimal scheme. The above re-
sults further verify the effectiveness of the developed sub-
optimal scheme. 

5. Conclusions 
We have studied the energy efficiency for the down-

link DAS with multiple receive antennas in composite 
Nakagami-m fading channel, and developed a suboptimal 
energy-efficient power allocation scheme for DAS. This 
scheme can provide closed-form expression of PA coeffi-
cients, and only needs large-scale channel information and 
less iteration. Thus, the calculation complexity is lower. 
Moreover, it includes the scheme under composite Ray-
leigh fading channel as a special case. Simulation results 
illustrate that the developed scheme has the EE perfor-
mance close to the optimal schemes, and the EE can be 
effectively improved by increasing the receive antenna 
number Nr, remote antenna number Nt, Nakagami factor m, 
and/or decreasing the path loss exponents β.  
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Appendix 

In this appendix, we give the proof of the conclusions 
below (14). Firstly, taking the derivative of the objective 
function y(z) in (10) with respect to z yields 

 
 2

( ) ln( ) ( )
( )

( )

az b az b a z c
y z

az b z c

     
 

 .   (A1) 

Then, we define the denominator of (A1) as 

 ( ) ( ) ln( ) ( )g z az b az b a z c       .  (A2) 

With (A2), the derivative of g(z) with respect to z is  

 ( ) ln( ) 0g z a az b     .   (A3) 

Thus, g(z) is a strictly decreasing function. If z* > 0, 
we will have g(z) > 0 (0 ≤ z <z*) and g(z) < 0 (z >z*). Thus, 
y(z) will reach the maximum value at z = z*. If z* = 0, then 
g(z) always has a negative value for z ≥ 0. So y(z) is a 
strictly decreasing function, and correspondingly, y(z) 
obtains the maximum value at z = 0. Thus, if 0≤ z< z*, y(z) 
in (10) strictly increases, and if z > z*, y(z) strictly 
decreases. 

In addition, the Lambert W function is an increasing 
function for x > (–1/e), and thus we have W(–1/e) = –1. 

Based on this, (14),  1 1ˆ [( ) ( )e ]z a ac b W ac b b     , 

can be transformed into the following equation 

   1ˆ [exp ( ) / 1 ]z a W ac b e b    .  (A4) 

When b = 1, W((ac–1)/e) > –1 holds for positive a 
and c. Hence, it can be easily obtained that ẑ must be posi-
tive from (A4). 
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